
Happiest of Birthdays  
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Supply: 

 Paper: Very Vanilla Cardstock #101650, Early Espresso Cardstock # 119686 

 Stamps: Birthday Blooms #140658 

 Ink: Soft Suede #126978, Pear Pizzaz #131180, Daffodil Delight #126944 

 Other: Wink of Stella Clear #141898, Wink of Stella Gold #141897, Aqua Painter 
#103954, Lots of Labels Framelits #138281, Dimensionals #104430 
 

Measurement:  
Very Vanilla  8.5 x 4.25 
Scrap of vanilla large enough for verse 
Scrap of early espresso   
Scrap of vanilla for extra blossom  
 
 
Instructions:  

1. Score & Fold Very Vanilla  in half   
2. Ink and stamp large flower from Birthday blooms with soft suede ink and stamp as 

seen in photo 
3. While stamp is inky, reink with soft suede and stamp on scrap very vanilla – you just 

need the small bloom for use on the verse 
4. Ink and stamp greeting in soft suede on scrap of very vanilla 
5. Color shadowing lines on flowers with Wink of Stella Gold 



6. Color rest of open space on flowers with Wink of Stella Clear 
7. Squeeze daffodil delight ink pad before opening transferring some ink to lid – open 

and use this ink as palette with aquapainter to color center of flowers 
8. Squeeze pear pizzas ink before opening transferring some ink to lid – open and use 

aquapainter to color leaves and stems 
9. Squeeze  Gold wink of stella filling tip with “extra” Gold – flick tip to splatter the 

card front gently. (practice first on scrap paper) 
10. Die cut greeting and layering piece with Lots of labels 
11. Layer labels with dimensionals and add to card front  
12. Add small bloom to greeting 
13. Stamp sentiment or hand write sentiment/message on inside of card 
14. Place in envelope and mail or hand deliver to make someone feel special on their 

birthday!  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


